
4th class Week 10 work 

 

Zoom Call - We hope to see you all on the 4th Class Zoom call this Wednesday at 2pm. 
We will send the code to your family by email or text before the meeting, it will be the 

same code every week😊.  

 

Exciting News…… The Talent Show is back!!! 

 



 

 

Don’t forget to watch RTE2 every day at 11am, they have a great TV show called ‘Home 

school hub’.  

For those of you wanting to practice your Gaeilge….. TG4 are doing their version of Home 

School Hub everyday at 10am. It is called ‘Cúla4 ar Scoil’. Check it out! 
 

And “PE with Joe” is live on YouTube everyday at 9am, if you miss it you can watch 

previous episodes on his Youtube channel “The Body Coach TV”. 
 

All of your teachers would really love to hear from you, so send them an email and say hi 

and let them know how you’re getting on. They would really like it if you could 

photograph and email one piece of work you are proud of, everyday or every 

couple of days! 
 

Ms Scullion    uscullion@staidanssns.ie 
Ms Walsh      awalsh@staidanssns.ie 
Ms Hayes      ohayes@staidanssns.ie 

Ms McHugh   mmchugh@staidanssns.ie 
Ms Hartland  dhartland@staidanssns.ie 

 
*All work is to be completed in a copy, there is no need to print this out if you don’t have 

a printer at home.* 
 

 

Suggested Timetable: 

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

 Math Math Math Math St Aidan’s  

got talent video 

English English English English PE 
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Maths - Monday 

Practice your 4 xtables, plus counting forward and backward by 4 

Mental maths strategy: Bridging through 60(time) 

a)It’s 10:55, how many minutes until 11:15? 

b)It’s 9:40, how many minutes until 10:05 

c) It’s 05:45, how many minutes until 06:00? 

This week we shall revise (+,-,x,÷) 

     A1.245           2. 568         3. 9832         4. 876       5. 306      6. 821 

         +359              +988           + 432            -598         - 297         -724 

 

   B1.  53            2. 48       3. 57     4.  87 

         x13              x23          x34        x29 

  

     Try this magic square 

In a magic square, each row,column and diagonal add up to the same total. (sum) 

Can you fill in the numbers in this magic square?  

 

 

  



Maths - Tuesday 

Practice your 4 xtables, plus counting forward and backward by 4 

 

1. 567            2. 898       3.  365       4. 625       5. 173 

       +489            +  453          +101         - 329            -98 

 

      1. 323           2.   342        3. 652        4. 543 

        x  67                x 32           x  44            x 55 

 

       

 

Try this magic square 

 

 

 

 

  



Maths - Wednesday 

Practice your 4 xtables, plus counting forward and backward by 4 

 

1. 5463            2. 9674         3. 9263     4. 8754     5. 3754 

+565               + 208             +173        -   954        -  275 

 

 

1. 654              2. 854          3. 843          4. 546 

       x  51                x   21            x  42             x  18 

 

     

 

 

Try this magic square 

 

  



Maths - Thursday  

Practice your 4 xtables, plus counting forward and backward by 4 

 

1.  4563             2. 7219         3. 734        4. 963 

+ 769                + 645            - 242           -512 

 

 

1. 323                2. 843            3. 537       4. 721 

        x 64                    x37                x 19           x 26 

 

 

 

Try this magic square 

 

 

 

 



English- Monday  Comprehension (Visualising ) 
Read the story below and complete the activity. 

 Visualising 

 

Write: 

What do you see?  

What do you smell?  

What do you feel?  

What can you hear? 

 

 

 

 

 

Remember to keep it descriptive and include full sentences. 

 



English- Tuesday Grammar (Revision- Similes) 
1.Complete these similes with a suitable word: 

a) Debbie and Noah are as different as night and ______. 

b) They are always fighting like cats and _____. 

c) I slept like a ______. 

d) My new jacket fits like a ___________. 

e) The new class was as quiet as ______.  
 

2.Complete these similes and write a sentence (for a-e). 

a) as fresh as a _____ d) as light as a______ 

b) as cold as _______ e) as busy as a ______  

c) as strong as an ______ 

As … as a daisy 
  
   

 As… as a  
sack of  
potatoes 
   

 As… as a baby’s bottom 
  
 

As… as a bell

 

 As… as a bird 
  
  
   

 As… as a mouse   

 

 

Use the similes here for help: 

Sometimes these old phrases don’t directly 

translate to what you think they should 

mean.   

For Eg: She went as white as a sheet.  

Although going as white as a sheet is almost 

impossible, using this SIMILE phrase emphasises 

to the reader or listener how pale ‘she’ went.  



English- Wednesday  Writing: Descriptive 
Today’s activity involves you creating a descriptive piece of writing based on one of the 

prompts below. Use your imagination. 

Use the shapes below to help you write descriptively. PS Re-read The Old Curiosity Shop 

from Monday’s work (it is a descriptive piece of writing). 

 
 
 

 
 
 
# 1 Describe the strangest person you ever met. 
# 2 Describe a person you envied. 
# 3 Describe an inspiring friend or family member. 
# 4 Describe a spooky or haunted place. 
# 5 Describe a place you loved as a child. 
# 6 Describe a beautiful location in nature. 
# 7 Describe a lucky object. 
# 8 An original story using only characters from your favourite TV show. 
# 9 Describe your dream holiday destination. 
# 8 An animal shelter and describe the story of an animal becoming adopted. 
 

 
CHOOSE ONE OF THE ABOVE 

 
 
 



English- Thursday  Oral Language: 

 

  



PE 

Water Safety: At this time of year people often go to the beach when the weather is lovely, so it is 

really important we remember to stay safe while there. Have a read of these posters and then answer 

some questions at the end. 

 

 



 

 

  



PE Questions: 

1.    What does a red flag mean?  

2.    What does the read & yellow flag mean?  

3.    What does the black & white flag mean?  

4.    If there is an emergency, what is the phone number to call?  

 

 

 

 

 
 


